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The West, the Greatest Cause of War in Human
History, Stands stripped of all Legitimacy
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The Donetsk National Republic States The Facts

“Every time you come to Russia with a sword, from a sword you will perish.”

The former Russian provinces, which Soviet party leaders carelessly attached to Ukraine at
a time when it seemed to make no difference as all were part of the Soviet Union, are now
independent republics with their own governments. The West pretends that this isn’t so,
because Washington and its puppet capitals don’t recognize the independence of formerly
captive peoples. But the West’s opinion no longer counts.

In the last couple of days the newly formed military units of the Donetsk National Republic
have defeated and surrounded large portions of the remaining Ukrainian military. Russian
President Putin asked the Donetsk Republic to allow the defeated Ukrainians to return home
to their wives and mothers. The Donetsk Republic agreed to Putin’s mercy request as long
as the Ukrainians left their weapons behind. The Donetsk Republic is short on weapons as,
contrary to Western lies, the Donetsk Republic is not supplied with weapons by Russia.

Washington’s puppet government in Kiev declined the mercy extended to its troops and said
they had to fight to the death. Shades of Hitler at Stalingrad. Western Ukraine has remained
the repository of Nazism since 1945, and it is Western Ukraine with which Washington is
allied against freedom and democracy.
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Thanks to The Saker we are provided with a press conference with English subtitles that
Alexander Zakharchenko, Chairman of the Council  of  Ministers of  the Donetsk National
Republic, held with media. Present are Russian and Western press.

You will be impressed with the ease with which Zakharchenko handles the ignorant and
corrupt Western media representatives, and your sides will burst with laughter at his reply
to the media question: “Are there regular Russian military units fighting on your side?”

http://vineyardsaker.blogspot.com/2014/08/watershed-press-conference-by-top.html

The British and American journalists were the most stupid, as we already knew. You will die
laughing at the response to the question, “why did you parade the prisoners.”

This  person  Zakharchenko puts  to  shame every  politician  in  the  US,  Europe,  Canada,
Australia, Japan, all of the puppet politicians of the American Empire. If only the United
States had people of the character and quality of Zakharchenko.

Now that Zakharchenko has revealed himself and made mincemeat of the stupid Western
media, he will be demonized and misrepresented. So use this opportunity to see for yourself
who has integrity and character. Hint: no one in political and media circles in the West.

You might have to put the video on full screen to read the subtitles.
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